
TREASURE 
TROVE



Kenya offers a variety of experiences and attractions that cut across 
different spectrum for our targeted clientele, showcasing our diversity to 
the world.

We continually strive to increase our competitive edge as a destination to 
ensure that our valued visitors get unforgettable experiences.

Treasure Trove is a booklet that unearths the lesser-known attractions and 
sites giving you alternative places to visit off the beaten paths.

Just like our “So much more” tagline, your travel menu will be spiced up with 
fresh perspectives from our hidden gems around the country.

Enjoy!

TREASURE TROVE



Lake Ol Bolossat is an 
all-year-round destination accessible 

by road from Nairobi and an hour’s drive 
from Nyahururu.

To access the place, you drive to Kasuku 
shopping centre then take the turn to the 

attraction site from Kasuku centre.

NB; The road is rough and might 
be tricky when it rains.

LAKE OL BOLOSSAT, 
NYANDARUA 

Situated on the windward side of the slopes 
of Aberdare Ranges and approximately three 

hours’ drive from the Kenyan Capital is the hidden 
gem of Lake Ol Bolossat.

Recently gazetted as a wetland and protected area, Lake Ol 
Bolossat is one of the important bird and biodiversity areas and 

the only freshwater lake in Central Kenya.

The 43 Km2 lake has over 300 bird species hence making it a perfect place 
for nature lovers and birdwatchers while enjoying close encounter with 

nature.

If you are looking for a true definition of close encounter with nature. 
Then this is it. Serene and quiet, enjoy nature at its best in Lake Ol 

Bolossat.

WHAT YOU CAN DO/SEE
The great thing about the scenic Ol Bolossat is that 
you can create your own activities e.g., yoga, picnic 

(but carry your own snacks & trash back with 
you) and birding.

ACCESSIBILITY



This is the smallest Park in Kenya 
that occupies only 3 Km2 and is home to the 

rarest Sitatunga Antelope also known as the Aquatic 
Antelope.

Saiwa Swamp National Park can only be experienced on foot.
Aquatic plants with swampy vegetation explain why Saiwa Swamp is 

an ideal home for the Sitatunga antelope.
The park has trails that leads to viewpoints which offers amazing views of 

forest, swampy vegetation and diverse plant habitat.

WHAT TO SEE/DO:
WILDLIFE - Sitatunga is the only known aquatic antelope species. They have a water-
proof coat and are good swimmers that can hide under water. Other animals you can see 

here are the rare De Brazza`s monkeys, Colobus monkeys, Bushbucks, etc.

SITATUNGA SPOTTING – Sitatunga are generally hard to see but can be spotted from 
the viewpoints as they duck in and out of the water.

 NATURE WALKS/BOARDWALKS 

BIRDING – Catch over 450 bird species on this migratory birding route.

OTHER ACTIVITIES: Picnic, Camping, Trekking & Photography 

Best Time to Visit: All year round 

NB: December – March (This is the time migratory birds 
are passing through)

The park can be accessed:

By Road: From Kitale town, the park is 
22 kilometers on Kitale-Kapenguria road to 

Sinyerere gate.

By Air: The park is well served by Kitale 
airstrip.

Gates into the Park: The park 
has only one main entrance – 

Sinyerere Gate 

ACCESSIBILITY www.kws.org 
CONTACTS

SAIWA SWAMP 
NATIONAL PARK, KITALE 



NDERE
ISLAND, KISUMU

Dubbed the “Island of serenity and 
beauty”, Ndere Island provides beautiful 

scenic views of the Homa Hills and a haven for 
birds (with over 100 different species). Covered 

mostly in grassland, the lakeshore supports a wide 
variety of animals such as Hippos, Nile Crocodiles and 

several fish species.
Ndere, which means “Meeting Place” in Dholuo – local dialect, 
is an island on Africa`s largest inland lake and is only accessible 

by boat.

WHAT TO SEE/DO:
Hiking, Birdwatching & Boat Rides

By Road: You can access Ndere 
Island by road using Kisumu – Bondo 

Road then branching left just after Holo 
Market or proceed to Kombewa Shopping 

Centre to the Park Headquarters 
(Approximately 12 Km from the tarmac).

ACCESSIBILITY

www.kws.org
CONTACTS



GAKETHA ELEPHANT 
MATERNITY, MERU

It’s one of nature`s rarest spectacles 
that happens around July and December each year. 

Heavily pregnant matriarchs from around Laikipia and Mount 
Kenya area walk to this area to give birth due to its favorable 

weather conditions at the time.
This area has sticky and watery clay mud which the elephants smear on 

the calf’s skin to protect them from insect bites. The area also has under-
growth that offers soft food which is the main reason that the elephants choose 

the location.

FACTS ABOUT ELEPHANTS:
• The gestation period of elephants is 22 months.

• Elephants have a 5-year break between pregnancies.
• Elephants can live up to 60-70 years.

• Elephants have between 6-7 sets of teeth that grow after every 10 years (On the last two sets, the 
elephants will be found close to swampy areas as they can only feed on soft leaves)

• The African elephant is the world`s largest land mammal. 
• There are two elephant species i.e. The African & Asian – The ears of African elephants are 

much larger and shaped like African Continent while the ears of Asian species are shaped 
like the Indian sub-continent.

• Elephant trunks have around 150,00 muscle units and it’s the most sensitive organ 
– They use their trunks to suck up water.

• Elephants need up to 150 kg of food per day – which means they spend at 
least three-quarters of the day eating. 

• Elephants communicate through vibrations.
• Newly born calves can stand upright within 20 mins after birth 

and walk within 1hr.
• Elephants never forget. 

By Road: It is around 4 hours’ 
drive via Embu and situated on 

the edge of Mt. Kenya Forest about 
10 Kms from the Nithi Bridge. 

ACCESSIBILITY



MIDA CREEK, WATAMU 

Mida Creek is located in 
Watamu and can be accessed by 

air from JKIA to Malindi Airport – a 
45-minute flight. You can then take a 

30-minute drive to the creek from Malindi 
airport.

By Road: from Nairobi is approximately 10 
hours’ drive via Mombasa covering around 

682 Km.

The creek is accessible by boat on 
a sunset/sundowner cruise.

ACCESSIBILITY

A natural entrance surrounded by 
extensive mangroves stretching inland from the sea into 

Arabuko Sokoke Forest that stands out from the surrounding 
nature. Approximately stretching 32 Km2, Mida Creek is home to 

many species of fish and feeding seas turtles.
Mida is a naturally beautiful attraction on the Kenyan coast and a protected 

area that also acts as a stopover for migratory birds.

WHAT TO DO
• Kayaking along the mangrove channels

• Stand-up paddles through the creek
• Guided life-vest float through waters of the creek 

• Water skiing 
• Tour of the Mida Creek Conservation Community via visiting the Crab Farm

OTHER ATTRACTIONS
• Visit Arabuko Sokoke

• Tour of the Bio Ken Reptile Farm – Located just a few minutes’ drive from Watamu hotels. 
The farmhouses a variety collection of snakes.

Contacts: snakes@bio-ken.com OR admin@bio-ken.com 
• Visit the mysterious Gede Ruins 

• Visit Turtle Bay Dive & Watersport Centre
• Tribe Watersports – One of the leading kitesurfing schools in Kenya that offers a 

variety of watersport activities and member of Magical Kenya Signature Collec-
tions with at least two enlisted experiences under his belt.

Contacts: www.tribe-watersports.com or info@tribe-watersports.com 
• Visit the Local Ocean Trust – a Trust committed to conservation 

and protection of special marine endangered species.



By Air: The flight to Rusinga 
Island will take you at least 45 

minutes from Wilson Airport to 
Homabay. You can then do a road trip to 

Rusinga Island. Alternatively, you can fly to 
Kisumu and transfer by road to Luanda Kotieno for 

a ferry transfer - popularly known as the “Waterbus” 
ride to Mbita.

By Road: You can do an 8-hour drive from 
Nairobi to Kisumu then proceed to Luanda 

Kotieno which is on Kisumu-Bondo Road.

NB: The water bus/ferry has four 
scheduled departures during the 

day.

RUSINGA ISLAND, 
HOMA BAY 

Infinite beauty, serenity and tranquility 
best define Rusinga Island. Touted to be 

“The crowning Jewel of Western Kenya”, it 
lies in the Eastern part of Lake Victoria and is 

connected to Mbita via a causeway.

THINGS TO DO
• Boat rides to the Birds Island/Takawiri Island. 

• Visit Ruma National Park.
• Visit the Abasuba Museum. 

• Visit Tom Mboya Mausoleum.
• Visit archaeological site. 

• Sundowners. 
• Attend the Rusinga Cultural Festival, an annual 

event that happens around Christmas.

ACCESSIBILITY



For more information 
regarding Samatian camp, 

get in touch.  

Email: infosamatian@gmail.com 

Tel: +254 722 207 772/
+254 722 706 895 

CONTACTS

The small, exclusive, and perfect getaway 
island in Kenya`s Great Rift Valley with a 

picturesque view of Lake Baringo with Laikipia 
Escarpment backdrop.

A Ramsar Site – Lake Baringo has been recognized as one of 
the most important wetland areas to be protected and 

conserved.
The Island offers guests magical surroundings and an ultimate relaxing 

ambience.

THINGS TO DO:
• Scenic Boat trips on lake Baringo.

• Bird Watching (With over 500 bird species and an Important Birding Area).

• Visiting the Njemps/Pokot Village.

• Steaming pools. 

• Photography. 

• Kayaking around the lake. 

• Nature walks at the Ruko Conservancy

By Road: The Island is approximately 
279.3 Km away from Nairobi via Nakuru 

translating to around a 5-hour drive through 
Mogotio and Marigat.

By Air: There is a hangar available for guests who are 
coming by Air using charted flight as there is no scheduled 

flights.

Getting to the Camp: Since Samatian is an island – You will 
have to use a boat for about 30 minutes cruise to the island.

Things to carry to the island:
• Camera & Binoculars for photography enthusiasts 

• Sports shoes  • A torch  • Your own food  
• Sun Protection

NB: Samatian Island is a self-catering 
destination but there is a team of 
chef/cleaners to do your laundry.

ACCESSIBILITY
SAMATIAN ISLAND, 

BARINGO 



HELL’ S KITCHEN 
(MARAFA DEPRESSION)

This is an off-beaten track and 
one of the least visited hidden gems 

in the coastal region, Hell’s Kitchen is a 
sandstone outside of Malindi and known as 

“Nyari” by the locals meaning the place broken 
by itself. Popularly known as “Marafa depression” - 

coined from the name of the area where the colored 
canyons that were once a great sandstone ridge 

eroded by wind, rain and floods then formed into 
a series of Gorges. The remains are now 

visibly seen as pinkish-orangish gorges with 
a beautiful view especially at sunset or 

sunrise.Malindi Town is the closest town to 
access Marafa Hell’s Kitchen from as there 
are daily scheduled flights from Nairobi to 
Malindi. Hell’s Kitchen is in Marafa which is 

approximately 45 minutes from Malindi town

By Road: One can also reach Malindi by using 
Nairobi-Mombasa highway via Watamu. There are daily 

luxury buses to and from Malindi.

Entry Fees: The entry fee to Hell’s Kitchen is Kshs. 200 per 
person for Kenyan adult citizens and Kshs. 500 for foreigners.

NB: To enjoy the tour of the gem – we recommend that 
you get a local guide at an extra cost.

We recommend you visit the place after 2.30 p.m. 
as the place is as hot as the name suggests.

Remember to carry a bottle of water for 
hydration.

ACCESSIBILITY



MOUNT ELGON 
NATIONAL PARK

Dubbed the “Untamed 
wilderness, secluded splendor,” Mount Elgon 

National Park is characterized by diverse terrain with 
four distinct vegetations that include lush forests 

(2000m–2500m), mixed bamboo (3000m–3500m) and dense 
shrubs also known as the health zone (3000m-3500m).

Situated in the North-East of Lake Victoria and one of the iconic 
attractions in the Western circuit, the mountain is also the eighth highest in 

Africa. Gazetted in 1968, it has the largest surface area of any extinct volcano in 
the world.

ATTRACTIONS IN THE PARK:
• Visiting the caves within the parks such as – Kitum Cave, Making’eny, Chepnyalil & 

Ngwarisha.
• Visit the spectacular waterfalls

THINGS TO DO/SEE;
• Birding

• Hiking/Camping 
• Camping 

• Photography 

RECOGNITIONS:
• Important Birding Area (IBA)

• UNESCO Man & Biosphere Site (MAB)

By Road: It is around 4 hours’ 
drive via Embu and situated on 

the edge of Mt. Kenya Forest about 
10 Kms from the Nithi Bridge. 

ACCESSIBILITY



Inside the extinct volcano of 
Mt. Elgon, lies a cave that is one of nature’s 
best kept secret in the park. The cave which 

extends to about 700 feet is dotted by unusual 
markings on its walls. It was later realized that the 

markings were made by animal tusks as they searched for salt 
leading to the area hollowing out to what is known today as 

Kitum Cave.

MYTHICAL NARRATIVE OF 
KITUM CAVE

Interestingly, it is believed that the cave has been a been famous with the Marburg 
Virus like Ebola that is spread by bats. In 1980, a Frenchman toured the cave, 

however, a week later he developed symptoms’ such as headaches, fever 
and vomiting and nose bleeding and died while in hospital. After the 

death of the Frenchman, a team of Doctors from US and Kenya 
visited the cave to pick up samples for verification but didn’t get 
anything. After some time, in Uganda -  Kitaka Cave the same 

outbreak was found with the local miners and scientists 
detected the virus from the same species of bats that 

was in Kitum Caves. This proved that the bats 
were a major reservoir for the virus.

KITUM CAVE, 
MOUNT ELGON By Road: Kitum Cave is inside Mt. 

Elgon National Park and can be 
accessed from either Kitale or Eldoret. 
From either route, access to Mt. Elgon 

National Park will have to drive to the entry 
point.

ACCESSIBILITY

For Further enquiries – 
elgonnp@kws.go.ke

CONTACTS



Kenya is endowed 
with beautiful and amazing tourist 

attractions/sites. There are 
approximately sixty-four (64) fresh, salty 

and colored water lakes in the country. The 
less-known colored water lakes are unexplored 

and are rarely talked about and they are a mystery 
that only scientist can unravel.

We all know that water should be clear, but we have 
uncovered colored water bodies that are found in Kenya. 

Yes, you read it right – colored water bodies. Our 
never ending diverse tourism attractions will 

constantly entice you to rediscover the magic and 
so much more.

Below are snippets of our hidden gems in 
the colored lakes.

COLORED LAKES 
IN KENYA 

BLOOD RED 
ALKALINE LAKE IN 
KAPEDO, TURKANA



BLOOD RED 
ALKALINE LAKE IN 
KAPEDO, TURKANA

Yes. There is a 
blood-red alkaline lake 

found in Kapedo. It’s nothing 
mysterious but it’s all scientific as 

the high concentration of salt and the 
dry conditions of Turkana make it 

conducive for certain algae to thrive giving it 
the red blood-like color.

However, visitors or anyone cannot swim 
in this lake due to its high salinity level 

which leaves no trace of any living 
organism.

Science aside, the locals believe that 
the red lake symbolizes the 

bloodshed that has been 
witnessed in the area.

MYTH OF THE 
BLOOD RED

ALKALINE LAKE 



• Nature Walks

• Photography

• Bird Watching 

THINGS TO DO 

LAKE LOGIPI
I guess many of 

us are reading this for the 
first time. Northern Kenya has 
always been the go-to place for 

photography enthusiasts for stunning 
scenic pictures and unique tourist sites. 

The small saline lake in the Rift Valley is a 
permanent feature on the Heli Tour 

excursions with guaranteed spectacular 
views. It is characterized by the lesser 
and greater flamingoes on its banks 

and it is believed that its waters 
has medicinal value to 

human beings.



LAKE TURKANA 
Famed as 

the world’s largest 
alkaline lake and the 

largest permanent desert 
lake in the world, Lake Turkana 
is also known as the “The Jade 

Sea” due to its bluish green 
color. 

LAKE MAGADI 
This is one 

of the iconic and less 
visited attraction on the 

southern part of the Great 
Rift Valley in Kajiado. The 

Alkaline Crater lake has its bed 
made up of soda and turns 

pink when the algae 
blooms.



HOT WATER FALLS 
(KAPEDO)

Imagine the sight of two boiling 
waterfalls spilling over creating a 

natural spa with mineral water not 
mentioning the shower if you wish to get 

one. This is found in Turkana at a place called 
Kapedo meaning “a crack between a rock.

Apart from enjoying the spa, locals 
believe it also provides skincare 

protection.



TRANS RIFT TRAIL
Stemming out 

of an ancestry of 
long-distance walkers the 
Trans Rift Trail guides are 

dawn from the main transect 
route. This trail connects a network 
of footpaths cutting across the famed 

Rift Valley landscapes to give the 
public an insight into old 

African “highways”. • Bird watching  • Nature walks

• Canoeing  • Fishing

• Bush camping  • Biking 

ACTIVITIES



THIMLICH OHINGA 
ARCHAELOGICAL SITE

Designated as a 
world heritage site in 2018, 

Thimlich Ohinga is a 
well-arranged Stone 

Settlement/ruins located in Migori, in 
the South-Western part of Kenya that was 

built in the 16th century.
Ohinga, which means settlement, served as a 

fort for the local community and it also 
defined social entities. A visit to the 

archaeological site will give you a 
glimpse of the Luo culture and 

heritage.

DESERT MUSEUM 
LOIYANGALANI

With the largest 
desert lake in the world - 
Lake Turkana - set as the 

backdrop to this magnificent site, the 
semicircular reminiscent of a traditional 

homestead called Desert Museum takes you 
deep into the Northern Kenya homemaking 

culture. The museum was established in 2008 to 
highlight the unique traditions and cultures of 

the people of Northern Kenya.
The museum was built in Turkana at a 
place called Loiyiangilani which means 

a place of many trees in the local 
Samburu language.

For Further enquiries – 
www.museums.or.ke

CONTACTS



CHALBI DESERT
Salty and bare 

is what Chalbi desert can 
be described as by local 

Gabra Community. Stretching 
around 100,000 Km2 in an expansive 
barren and desolate location that is 

filled with sand dunes and natural scenic 
features.

You will find the Orma, Samburu, 
Rendille, Dasannach in the 

area but Gabra are the 
main inhabitants. • Camel riding in the desert

• Desert safaris 

• Photography/Filming 

• Cultural experience

ACTIVITIES:



Chief Executive Officer
Kenya Tourism Board

P.O. Box 30630 00100 Nairobi

Email: info@ktb.go.ke

www.magicalkenya.com

CONTACTS


